Changes to criteria of submissions for the BC & WSD FDUK

We have recently been contacted by some breeders who wish to add dogs that they have bred to the database. As we have said we only accept new submissions from owners we had to decline. However, we also want the database to evolve and offer as much information on fitting dogs/lines as possible. Therefore, we feel it only right that if breeders* wish to be open and honest about the litters they have bred, they should be allowed to submit their details.

So, we have reviewed our criteria.

We have agreed to accept new submissions from breeders*, as long as they meet the following requirements to comply with GDPR.

There are two options:

1. The owner of Sire and/or Dam can submit full details of a **FITTING DOG** that has been bred by them, so long as they have the written permission of the OWNER to disclose the information. To enable us to be GDPR compliant, we will need confirmation sent direct from the OWNER to BC&WSD FDUK, via email to submissions@fittingcollies.com before we will allow inclusion on to the database. The normal submission form may be used.

OR

2. The owner of Sire and/or Dam can submit limited details of the **LITTER** they have bred, so long as they have the written permission of the OWNER of the opposite parent. To enable us to be GDPR compliant, we will need confirmation sent direct from the OWNER of the opposite parent to BC&WSD FDUK, via email to submissions@fittingcollies.com before we will allow inclusion on to the database. The affected dog(s) must not be named but the information may state that the mating of the named Sire and Dam produced X amount of fitting dogs from a litter of Y. The breeder’s submission form must be used in this instance. This can be obtained by sending a request through the ‘contact us’ page on the website.

(*For the purpose of this update the ‘breeder’ may be the owner of the sire or dam of a fitting dog)
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